Let me introduce
myself: I am Witty. Witty the Wheat.
I come from an ancient line of cereals!
Together we will play and have fun
while learning about the unique position
of wheat and other cereals in religion,
festivities, cuisine, medicine and other
aspects of everyday life in Ancient
Greece and across the
Mediterranean.
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The owl, Athena’s secret bird and
symbol of knowledge, will be our
companion in our journey... Company
borrowed, for reasons that will be later
told.

What are cereal grains?
Cereal grains have been cultivated from ancient times across the world. There are many types
of cereal grains such as wheat, oats, barley and rye. Grains love the sun and the rain making
them easy to cultivate! They were so important as they offered a staple of ancient diet; bread,
a cheap and filling food!
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...goddess of agriculture and protector of the harvest.
She symbolizes the cycle of life and death, and the fertility of the
earth. Her name stems from the words “da” which means earth in
ancient Doric Greek and “mitir” which means mother.
So, she is the earthmother.

What do you think Demeter would have
written on a page of her diary? Let your
imagination run wild and fill it in!
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Did the new rye seed
sprout? Check again
tomorrow

today

DEMETER

From her father, Cronus, and her mother Rhea, Demeter learnt to love the earth
with its multitude of color, flowers and smell and of course cereal, which is integral to
sustenance and life. As her fascination for cereal grains grew she unlocked all the secrets
of their cultivation. She had two super powers: she could change the seasons, and bring
about the harvest making the earth fruitful. Unlike the rest of the Gods, she chose not
to live on Mount Olympus but instead close to her beloved earth and.... to the farmers
who toiled the land. She offered them her help freely teaching them to spread seeds,
as well as water and plough them. She also taught them how to domesticate animals!
Across Greece cereal grains became the center of the population’s diet and the people
loved and worshipped Demeter as one of the most important goddesses.

Demeter had a huge family! Apart from her parents, Cronus
and Rhea and her grandfathers Uranus and Gaea she also
had five siblings: Hera, Hestia, Zeus, Poseidon and Pluto!

A family affair: Cronus, son of Gaea
and father of Demeter

tomorrow

Cooking Seminar on
“healthy breakfast ideas
based on home-made
bread”

Cronus was the patron
god of grains and all farming
products stemming from his
mother Gaea. This is why he
was often depicted holding
a sickle.
… don’t forget to
distribute seeds to the
farmers!
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The Horae, the daughters
of Zeus and Themis, were
the goddesses of the seasons
and helped the earth grow
with lush vegetation. Each one
of the Horae had her own
responsibility;
Thallo was the goddess of
Spring, buds, flowers as well as
youth.
Auxo was the goddess of the
Summer and plant growing
whilst
Carpo the Autumn’s goddess
was the protector of fruit
ripening and harvesting.

color the three Horae and their friend, the goddess Chloris, protector of flowers

if I could choose, I would rather have this magic
power

what
do you
think?

...because
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